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FOREWORD 
The impulse to this article originates from some ideas in R. Bellman’s 
article, “A note on an inverse problem in mathematical physics,” in which he 
uses continued fractions to solve a set of second order difference equations, 
and points out that one can determine the coefficients of the equations from 
spectral data and the representation of continued fractions. 
The approach in the present paper was suggested to me by Professor 
G. Borg, to whom I am in debt for support and advice. 
To the differential equation r”(t) + (k(t) - r~(t))y(t) = 0, there is a 
corresponding difference equation of the form 
(1) 
Gfl 
- Xi = ki+l - hri+l)Yi+l; 
k 
YdCl - Yi 
h 
= .q , 
h > 0, qi+l and T~+~ are 
i = 1, 2 )..., ?z - 1) 
or in matrix notation 
we note that det C, = 1 and that 
CT1 = l, 
( 
- h(qi - AYJ 
- k, 1 + k2(qi - AY,) 1 ’ 
real, 
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By induction it is easy to show that S,(A) has the form 
where S,, and S,, are polynomials of degree n in h and S,, and S,, are poly- 
nomials of degree 71 - 1. Further we have det S,(h) = 1. 
Now the following question arises: Starting from a given matrix 
where S,,(h) are polynomials in h with degrees as above, and where det 
S,(h) E 1, is it possible to consider S,(A) as a solution matrix of a difference 
equation of the form (I), that is can we write S,,(A) = C,C,-, *** C,C, where 
What is required to ensure that all Y< have the same sign ? 
The following result will be proved. If S,,(h) and S,,(A) have all zeroes 
simple and real and if the zeroes of S,,(A) separate the zeroes S,, and vice 
versa, that is 
P < g < P k k+l> h = 1, 2,..., n 
(hk5 denotes the k-th zero of S,,(A)) then there are uniquely defined matrices 
C(A) and 
so that S,(h) can be written S,(A) = C&+, .a. C,C,A. 
All ri i = 1, 2,..., n will have the same sign. 
Nothing has to be assumed about the zeroes of S,, and S,, . However, the 
determinant condition will be enough to ensure that all their zeroes are real 
and simple and interlacing in the described sense. 
We start with the following simple lemma: 
LEMMA 1. If in the equation (1) qr , ri are real and all Yi have the same 
s&n, then the polynomials of ‘S,,(A) have red zeroes. 
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Proof. 
Qi = qi - hi 9 
n-1 n-1 
Zifl - xi = hQi+lyi+l * C (zi+l - dBi+l = C hQi+l I yi+l 12; 
i=O i=o 
Further, from 
follows that the difference equation has a nontrivial solution with boundary 
values y0 = 0, z, = 0 if and only if A is a zero of S,,(h). 
In the same way 
S,,(h) = 0 o h is eigenvalue corresponding to the boundary 
conditions I 
z&J = 0, 
z, = 0. 
S,,(X) = 0 o X is eigenvalue corresponding to the boundary 
conditions 
I 
Yo = 0, 
yn = 0. 
S,,(h) = 0 9 h is eigenvalue corresponding to the boundary 
conditions 
I 
z, = 0, 
yn = 0. 
Now if A is a zero of some of the polynomials Sii(A) and if (:) is the corre- 
sponding eigensolution then we have z& - zoj+, = 0, and taking the imagin- 
ary part of equation (2) we obtain 
n-1 
Im h * C li+l ( yi+r I2 = 0 * Im h = 0. 
i=o 
Thus the zeroes of the polynomials are all real. 
LEMMA 2. Let 
&(4, 4%2(4 
WY = (S,(A), S,(A) ) 
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where 
(i) Det S(h) = 1, 
( ii) S,, and S,, are polynomials of degree n, 
(iii) Ss, and S,, are polynomials of degree n - 1, 
Now ;f 
(a) the zeroes of S,, and S,, are all real and interlacing in the sense that 
Ai1 < A: < hii, for i = 1,2 ,..., n - 1, then 
(b) the zeroes of S,, and S,, are all real and interlacing, 
(c) the zeroes of S,, and S,, are all real and interlacing, 
(d) the zeroes of S,, and S,, are all real and interlacing. 
Proof. (b) Look at the interval (A:‘, hi:,). 
sl,s*, - S&, f 1 * S,,(h;1) S&l) = &,(A&) &(A;;,) = - 1. 
By our assumption S,, changes sign exactly once in the interval (A?, hit,), 
which implies that &,(A~) and S,,&) h ave different signs. It follows that 
S,, has an odd number of zeroes on each interval (hi’, A&). But as the num- 
ber of zeroes of S,, can’t exceed n, S,, must have exactly one zero in each 
interval (A?, A$,), i = 1,2 ,..., n - 1. Q.E.D. 
(c) and (d) are proved in a similar way. 
In the same way, of course, one can prove that (b) =z- (a), (c) and (d) and 
that (c) 3 (a), (b) and (d). H owever, (d) does not necessarily z- (a), (b), 
and (c). 
LEMMA 3. The same as Lemma 2 except that all polynomials are supposed 
to have same degree. The proof is analogous. 
REMARK. We have the following general theorem of algebra. If P, and 
P, are polynomials of degree n and m, respectively, and with no common 
factor then there are uniquely defined polynomials Q,,-r and Qm-r , respec- 
tively, such that P,Qnml - P,Q+i = 1. One also has 
f’m(Q,+-1 + 44 Prz) - Pn(Qm-1 + 4X) Pm) = 1 
for all polynomials A(h). 
Lemma 2 and the above remark then tell us that if Sir and S,, are given 
with n real interlacing zeroes then S,, and S,, are uniquely determined by 
the conditions: (i) det S E 1 and (ii) the degree of Ss, and S,, is n - 1. 
Furthermore it follows that the zeroes of S,, and S,, are all real and inter- 
lacing (Lemma 2). 
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THEOREM I. If there is g&z a matrix 
with det S,, E 1 and whose elements Sij are polynomials with interlacing zeroes 
as described earlier, we can write in a unique way S, = C,C,-, ,..., C&A 
where 
ci = (1 + YQi 3 “?I, a, b 
3 A = 0, l/a ’ ( 1 
Qi = qi - Xri , and a and b are certain constants. 
Proof. Suppose that the theorem is true for n < p. For n = p + 1 we 
introduce the following notations: 
ag+JP+l + a,#’ + ***, b,+#‘+l + b,hp + -0. 
e-m, d,hP + d,,h”-l + ..a 
If the theorem is true, then S, = C&S,+i with 
c--t1 = 
( 
19 - h(q,+1 - hYP,l) 
- h, 1 + h*(q,+l - b,+J ) ’ 
We now multiply S,+,(X) from the left with a matrix 
C--l= 1, 
( 
- h(q - AY) 
- h, 1 + h*(q - hr) 1 
and try to decide q and Y so that the new matrix C-lSp+l has the same pro- 
perties as S,,, but with polynomials of lower degree than those of S,,, . 
( 
1, - h(q - w 
- h, 1 + h*(q - xl) 1 
s 
p+l 
= 
( 
(agfl + hrc,) h”+l + (aP - hqc, + hrc,-,) hp + *me, *** 
(- hap+l 1 -h%c,)Xp+l+(-ha,+(l +h2q)c,-hh”rc,_,)hp+..‘;.. * 
We see that we can choose Y so that a,,, + Arc, = 0, - haD+l - h’+c, = 0. 
Then we can choose q so that - ha, + (1 + h2q) c, - h*rc,-, = 0. Then 
a’- p -up - hqc, + hrc,-, = c,/h # 0. We thus het 
s, = c-lS,+, = ;2 g::: 1 ;2 
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where we know that Sil has degreep and Sir has degree less than or equal to 
p-l. Now detS,,,,= 1 ==- ~+d, - b,+lc, = 0, i.e., a,+&, = b,+lld,, 
which implies that b,,, + hrd, = 0. Thus S& is of degree less than or equal 
top. Further, det S, 5 1, which implies that the degree of Si2 cannot exceed 
p- 1. 
This gives 
or 
- hb, + (1 + hsg) d, - h”rdP = 0 
d, - h(b, - hgd, + hrd,-,) = 0. 
But b,,’ = b, - hgd,, + hrd,, so that b,’ = d,/h # 0, i.e., the degree of 
S;, is exactly p. 
So far the “separation properties” of the zeroes have not been used. 
Those properties imply that the degrees of Si, and Si, are exactly p - 1 
as will be seen. 
We have 
The zeroes of Ss, and S’s, are real and interlacing. Lemma 3 then implies 
that the same is true for Sir and S;, . (S;1S22 - S&S,, = 1.) Now 
If At and A, are two consecutive zeroes of S& then it follows from Lemma 2 
that Si, changes sign exactly once on the interval (Ai , Xi+,). But as there are 
P - 1 such intervals, Si, is of degree not less than p - 1. The previous result 
then implies that degree of Sir is exactly p - 1. The same conclusion is 
valid for S& . 
Lemma 2 * that S, has the same separation properties of the zeroes as 
%+I haa. 
Theorem I now follows by induction after we have checked the case 
p = 1. We have 
&= ( aJ + a0 , 0 + b. co 9 ) do ’ 
(y&J, = 
( 
1, - wz - b) 
I( 
4 + ~0 , b,h + bo 
- h, 1 + hS(g - AT) co P do ) 
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We have supposed that a, and b, are not equal to zero. This and det S, = 1 
implies that c,, and d,, are not equal to zero. In the same way as 
before we can choose first r = - a&, = - bl/hdo and then 4 so that 
(1 + h2p) c,, - ha, = 0. Then 
c-1s = 
( 
a, - hqco 5bo - hqdo 
1 
0, - hb, + (1 + h'q) do ) = (b 12, = A 
for det C-Y& = det C-1 det A = 1. Thus S, = CA and the proof of 
Theorem I is complete. 
For the sake of clarity we rewrite the equations which determine the 
coefficients I( and qi . If 
si = clc,-l -0. C,C,A 
= ( 
a,,jV + a,,,,P + e-e + al., , b,,,h” + b&V-’ + *.* + bieo 
C~,&J’-- + qim2P2 + -** + C*,o , dt,t,h’-’ + ..’ 1 di.0 ’ 
then 
ai,d + hrici,i-l = 0, 
- hai.i-1 + (1 + h’qi) Ci,i-1 - h2riCi,i-2 = 0. 
ai.i = Ci+l.f h ’ 
bi,i = +i. 
If starting with a matrix S, = C,C,-, *.* C,A, the computation of Y,, 
and q,, is quite simple, but as, of course, the coefficients %.j and ci,* depend 
on ui+l.i 9 ci+l.j 9 Ci+l.i-l 3 ?i+l and qi+l the numerical ditliculties will be 
considerable already after a few steps if we try to consecutively determine 
the coefficients ri and qt for i = n, 71 - l,..., 1. 
Returning to our matrices we have 
A-1 = (f; ,y = (l(Js - ;, , 
(;;::;;=)A-‘=( Sllla, - 61 + 4, 
S2&, - bS2, + a& 1 
= c c _ 
n n 1 *** 
c 
1 . 
If we now inspect the proof of Theorem I we notice that for the computation 
of the coefficients ri and qi only knowledge of the polynomials S,, and S,, 
is needed. We thus conclude that if the zeroes of S,, and S,, are given 
(interlacing) and if the ratio %+Jc, between the highest degree coefficients 
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of these polynomials is fixed (2n given parameters) then there is a unique 
defined constant a and two uniquely defined polynomials S,, and S,, so th 
( Slll4 $12 S2&, 822 1 = c c _ nn1 *** c,c, . 
There are 2n parameters qi and ri . 
The next theorem shows how to compute ri and 4,. if the zeroes of S 
and S,, are given. 
THEOREM II. If 
is given as in Theorem I and if S,, - hS12 is of degree not higher than n - 
(i.e., ifan = hbn) then S,, can be written 
and the factorization is unique. 
Proof. Suppose that the proposition is true for n < p. For n =p + 
we have 
= 
( 
&I --h&2, Sl2 -hQ(Sn --h&l 
f321 -h&s S22 -hQ& -h&a) )=(;:$b). 
One easily realises that Sir = S,, - hS,, is exactly of degree p (see Figure 
and that the zeroes of Sir separates the zeroes both S,, and S,, . 
FIGURE 1 
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With the same notations as before we get 
S;, = SI, - hQ& - hS,J 
= b,+JPfl + b,P’ + ..a - h(c? - w 
x {(u,,~ - hb,,) A”+l + (a, - hb,) hp + **a) 
7 #O 
= {b,+l + hr(a, - hb,)} An+’ 
Y 
b1+1 
+ (6, - hq(a, - hb,) + hr(u,, - hb,,)} P + **. 
v / 
b’ 
s;, = (u, - hb,)h’+ ..*. 
-- 
a,‘#0 
First we can choose Y = - b,+,/h(a, - hb,) so that bk,, = 0 and then q 
so that ap’ - hb,’ = 0: 
det S,,, E 1 * cp - hd, = 0 and that S;, = S,, - hS,, is exactly of 
degree p - 1 (for the zeroes of S,, and S,, are real and interlacing). 
detS,=l*S;,isofdegreep-1. 
We also have to prove that, for example, SiI and Sis have interlacing 
zeroes. Suppose that Xi and X,,, are two consecutive zeroes of 
Sir = S,, - hS,, . The fact that the zeroes of Sir separates those of S,, Z= 
that S,s(hJ and SI,(X,+l) have different signs. But that means that 
have different signs, which implies that Sr’r and Sis have interlacing zeroes. 
(And so Si, , SL, and S;, , Si, and Sir , S& by Lemma 2.) 
The proof will be completed by checking the case p = 1. 
( ~J+~,,bJ+b, 1, -h(q-rrh) CO do I( - h, 1 + h*(q - IA) 1 
= a, - hb, 
= 0 + co - hd, 
= 0 
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(a, - hb,) A + a, - hb, , (a,hr - b,Pr) A2 
(-- 
-=“o 
= Gory - kP, + (1 + h2q) b, - h%bcl) A - hqu, + (1 + h%j) b, 
co - hdo , (h - h?dJ) h + (- &co + (1 + h2q) do) 
T - i 
= 
( 
a0 - hbo , [b, f hr(uo - MO)] x + b, - hq(u, - hb,) 
0, do ) . 
Now det S, = 1 * a0 - hb, # 0 for u. - hb, = 0 would give 
u,A + a, = h(bJ + b,) or 
det S, = (uJ + uo) do - $- (&l + Qo) CO = (do - %) (%A + %) z 1, 
=o 
which is impossible, 
Thus we can choose Y so that b, + hr(u, - hb,) = 0, and then 4 so that 
b0 - hq(uo - hb,) = 0: 
and Theorem II is proved. 
In the proof of Theorem II we needed only S,, and S,, to compute yi and q1 . 
Thus we see that the matrices C, are uniquely defined by the 2n zeroes of 
SII and 42. 
We have 
- bn 1 
yi = h(u,, - bbn-l) = p 2 (hfl - Jq) - 
i-l 
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THEOREM III. 
S”N = (2: 1 ZJ 
is assumed to have the same properties as in the previous theorems. Then all ri , 
i = 1, 2,..., n will have the same Sign. 
Proof. We have 
( 
Sll * l/a, - bSll + a& _ 
= Szl * l/a, - bSzl + a& 
)-(p~)=s.‘. 
Lemma 2 implies that the polynomials of S,,’ fulfill the requirement of having 
interlacing sets of zeroes. Also naturally det S,,‘ = 1. Further we have seen 
in the proofs of Theorems I and II that those properties are conserved when 
we multiply from the left or from the right with C$ and Cl’, respectively. 
Repeating this procedure we deduce that the matrix Ci+i - Ci has the same 
properties. Now 
cj+lcj = (1 + ;Qi+l' "p) ( 1 + haQj 9 hQi h, 1 ) 
= 
( 
(1 + h’Qj+d(l + h*Qi) + h’Qi+l, hlQj+I +1'?; ~+~Qi+~Qd , 
h(2 + h2Qd, t ) 
We now know that the zero of the first degree polynomial 1 + haQj lies 
between the zeroes of the second degree polynomial h(Qi+r + Qi + h*Qi+IQj). 
1 + h2Qdb) = 0 * h{Qi+l + Qi + h”Qj+lQ3 = h{Qi+l[l + h”Qj] + Qg} 
= hQ&) = - + < 0 for h = h, . (See Figure 2.) 
FIGURE 2 
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Now this obviously means that h{h2QiQi+, + Qi + Qi+r} -+ + cc when 
h -+ 03, or, in other words, the coefficient of ha must be positive. The coef- 
ficient of A2 in the polynomial h[Qi+, + Qi + Qi+rQiha] is 
h3( - ri+J( - Tg) = h%i+f, > 0, 
i.e., Yi+lYi > 0 for i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. But this means that all ri must have 
the same sign. Q.E.D. 
REMARK. 
1 
ri = 
h2 2 (A:’ - Ai”) 
i=l 
gives that ri > 0 if Ai1 > A: and li. < 0 if At’ < Ai”. 
The next theorem is a converse of Theorem III. 
THEOREM IV. If S, = C,C,,-, *-* C2Cl where all ri have the same sign 
then det S” z 1, and 
the zeroes of S,, and S,, are all real and interlacing, 
the zeroes of S,, and S,, are all real and interlacing, 
the zeroes of S,, and S,, are all real and interlacitlg, 
the zeroes of S,, and S,, are all real and interlacing. 
Proof. By induction it is easy to prove that 
s, = 
. h2” . fi (- ri) + . . . . 
i=l i=l 
n-1 
.h2n-1. n (- ,.i) + . . ..A*-1 .h2+2 
i=l 
By the latter part of the proof of Theorem III we see that Theorem IV is true 
for n = 2. 
Suppose it is true for n = p: 
= 
( 
&I + hQ&h + Szd, S12 + hQV4, + S22) 
Snh + S2,, hS1,+S12 )=(::z$ 
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(a) All ri < 0, i = 1,2,...,p, p + 1. The highest degree coefficients are 
positive, Sij and S; -+ + cc when h --P + co (Figure 3). 
FIGURE 3 
It is enough to show that the zeroes of S;, and Sl, separate each other 
(Lemma 2). 
Let hi and h,+i be two consecutive zeroes of S;, = hS,, + S,, . Then 
and 
have different signs (for hS,, + S,, and S,, have interlacing zeroes), which 
again means that the interval (Xi , Xi+,) contains an odd number of zeroes of 
Sll * 
Suppose now that some interval (Xi , hi+,) contains three or more zeroes of 
S;, . Then if X, is the greatest zero of S;, we can have no zero of S;, for 
x > A,. But h = A, * S;,(&,) = S,,(h,) < 0 (see Figure 3). 
S;, 4 + co when h -+ + co * there actually is a zero of Sir for h > h, . 
Thus each interval (hi , Xi+,) contains exactly one zero of S;, . Q.E.D. 
(b) All ri > 0 (see Figure 4, Sjj and Sij + + co when h + - co). 
FIGUFXE 4 
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Let X1 be the smallest zero of S& . Then &(X1) = S,,(h,) < 0. S,, -+ + 03 
when h -+ - co z- that S;, has a zero for X < h, * in the same way as in (a) 
that every interval (hi , Xb+r) contains exactly one zero of S;, , which com- 
pletes Theorem IV. 
As is to be expected it is also easy to prove Theorem IV by a method 
analogous to that used in the classical proof of Sturm’s oscillation theorem 
for a differential equation. 
Alternative proof of Theorem IV. We start vvith the difference equations 
= (4i+1 - ri+J,) *i+1, u. , v. given, 
- zi = (4i+1 - hri+l)yi+l , y. , z. given, 
If we multiply equations (I) and (II) by yi+i and u~+~ , respectively, and if we 
subtract we obtain 
%+1 - % vi+1 - vi 
h * %+1 - h 'Yi+1 = @z - AlI ~f+lYf+l~f+l, 
f F; h+1”i+1 - zf(“f+l - uf> - W%l 
- f 12; h+1Yi+1 
n-1 
- V,(Y,,l -rt) - ViYil = (A2 - AlI c Yi+lYI+1%+1r 
f-0 
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=- (&I - 20 + &2Yo)A=Al - (S2 WO + S2*UOh==h, - zouo 
- (S,,~, +Sl, * uo)*=*, (&lzo + S22YoL*, + “OYO 
= (h - Al) i riyiuih, 
i=l 
0, - &I f riyiu’ih 
i=l 
- (WoSli + uoK2) (zoS21 + Yo’os22) + ~o~o&S21 - &lS,l~ 
+ “o~ocw22 - s12s21 - 11 + YO~Oi&2~2l - SllS22 + 11 
+ Yo~oc312~22 - f312S22L 
+ Yo~o(sl,s;,, - %S22) + Youo(~,2~;2 - ~;2&2), 
or if we put u, = y. , w. = z. , 
cl rtyi”h =~0z&% - S;I&,) 
+ ~oYoo(~,,~~2 - %S22 + Sl,S;I, - 5&921) 
+ Yoz(S~2%2 - s;2s22). 
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Now let us take y,, = 0 and x,, = 1. Then 
and we have proved that S,,S& - S S & s1 has the same sign for all h if the 
coefficients Ye z = l,..., it have the same sign for all i. 
If, for example, Ye > 0, then S,,S~, - S~,S,, > 0 for all A: 
SllS&, - S;,& = SE (2)’ if Srl # 0, 
= - Sk (2)’ if Ssr # 0 
(SllS22 - &&?l = 1 3 that S,, and S’s, are never zero for the same value of 
4. 
We now know that S,,(h)/Ss,(h) = a,Jyn is a decreasing function of h and 
hat Sa,/S,, = y,,/zn is an increasing function of A and that Z” and y” are 
never zero at the same time. (The same conclusion is valid of course if n is 
replaced by any index i, 1 < i < n.) 
The fact that S,,/S,, is an increasing function of h on every interval where 
the denominator Su does not vanish implies that every interval (At’, Al:,) 
(hi’ and A:$, are two consecutive zeroes of S,,) contains at least one zero 
A? of S,,(h). For if S,,(A) has constant sign for h E (A:‘, Ai’) then 
which is impossible. 
We also conclude that if A:’ is the least and AZ1 is the largest zero of Sa, then 
S,, has zeroes for both A < A? and X > x1. If, namely, S,,/S,, has constant 
sign for X > A:’ or h < AZ’ then the monotone function S,,(X)/S,,(A) cannot 
vanish for X = & m, i.e., 
which is a contradiction. 
It now only remains to prove that S,, has exactly n - 1 real zeroes. 
If we plot the point (yi , i) in a Cartesian coordinate system and if we con- 
nect “consecutive” points by straight lines as in Figure 5 we obtain a con- 
tinuous function y(x). The zeroes of this function have the property that if we 
increase X then the zeroes, which depend continuously upon A, decrease 
(ri > 0); see Figure 6. 
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FIGURE 5 
y, 
Zi 
d--l- 
f 
x=m,(X) 
x 
X increases 3 yi+, 
2, 
y’ decreases - m, (1) decreases 
FIGURE 6 
This case.& impossible for 
‘i+I=O=> 
i.e. yiz2= -y, 
FIGURE 7 
The case sketched in Figure 7 is impossible, which implies that the zeroes 
cannot appear in the interior of the interval (0, n) when changing A. The zeroes 
will appear one by one at the end point x = n and then travel towards the 
left end point x = 0. 
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If we now take h large enough then we know that yi and yi+l have different 
signs for all i, 1 < i < n - 1 (yi > 0). We have, namely, 
Xi+1 
- 2i = Qi+lYi+l * Yi+a = (myi+, + yi h <o 
with 2 + h2Qi+l < 0 for all i and sufficiently large h. 
Yo = 0 - Y2Yl < 0, 
Yi+lYi < 0 a Yi+pYi+l = (BY:+1 + Yj+l.Yi < 0. 
<o <o 
Induction gives the desired relation for all i. 
On the other hand if we take h sufficiently negative then all elements 
of the matrices 
are positive and so all the yi , i > 1 will be positive. 
We finally conclude that as X tends from - co to + co then y,(h) = S,, 
changes sign exactly n - 1 times. 
By Lemma 2, Theorem IV follows. 
SOME NOTES ON THE QUESTION OF CONVERGENCE 
Consider now the inhomogenous system 
- 3 = h (4i+l - ri+lh) Yi+l + fi+l 9 
(1) i = 0, 1 ,‘*-, n, 
-Yi = h 2, 0 
and suppose yi > 0. After multiplying Eq. (1) by jri+r and summing over i 
one obtains as in Lemma 1: 
= h i Qi+l I Yi+l I2 - X i ri+l I Yi+l I2 h + i fi+,Ti+lh- 
i-o i=O i=O 
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We choose boundary conditions so that z,,+rj$+i - z,& = 0. If we take 
the imaginary part of the equation we obtain 
Im h .I yi+l I Yi+l I2 h = Im (~Ofi+lPi+lh) 
or 
I.e., 
I Im h I . C Yifl I Yitl I2 h G j $Ofi+lJi+lh ] 
(2) 1 yi+l I Yt+l I2 lZ < & Ix Ifi+l I2 h\l” ’ 12 I Yi+l I2 h/1’2* 
Now choose h = I/(n + 1) and consider the sequences of functions on (0, 1) 
Yn+&) = y!n+l), 
fn+l(t) = Yp+y 
I 
for (i - 1) h < t < i * h, i = 1, 2 ,..., rr + 1. 
qn+&) = CP), 
where y!n+l), qp+l) * are the coefficients corresponding to the sets of zeroes 
hll p 9, 8) i = 1, 2,..., n + 1, and where yp+l), i = 0, 1,2 ,..., n + 1, is a solu- 
tion of the system (1) with coefficients Q+l), qp+l) and a boundary condition 
that makes zn+&+i - zoyo = 0. 
If now the number n + 1 of zeroes tends to infinity one might put the 
questions: What happens with the functions y,,+i(t), ~~+i(t), and q,,+l(t) ? Is it 
possible to find conditions on the sequences of zeroes that make the sequences 
of functions m+i(t), ~,+i(t), and qn+l(t) in any sense convergent ? Will the 
limiting functions satisfy the differential equation corresponding to difference 
equation ? 
If we could show a relation of the form rj”+l) > 6 > 0, i = 1,2,..., n + 1, 
then the inequality (2) would give 
s i I Yi+l I2 h G 2 yi+l I Yi+l I2 h 
f-0 i-0 
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i.e., 
or 
’ l/2 
I 
1 
IS 
1 
I ~a+&) I2 dt GSIImhI * o 
1 f(t) I2 dt/“’ 
or in Hilbert notations 
1 
l/Yn+l II d 6 , Irn x l llfll . 
The sequencey, being bounded in norm will then contain a weakly conver- 
gent subsequence: 
yni -+ y weakly. 
Or if we introduce the operator G,(h) defined by yn = G,(h)f: 
which means that the sequence G,(h) contains a weakly convergent subse- 
quence G#) -+ G(h). That is, 
(Gniv, Y) + (G(h) q~, Y) for all q, Y EL~(O, 1). 
(We can of course choose the subsequence so that l/r,Jt) < l/8 becomes 
weakly convergent.) 
After that of course remains to examine the operator G(h). What can be 
said about the spectrum of G(h) I What about the range of G(h)? As a pre- 
liminary attempt to tackle the problem of finding an estimation of the coeffi- 
cients ri , I will show various theorems that might be useful for a closer 
examination of the structure of our matrices. 
THEOREM V. If S,(X) = C,,C,+, **a Ci we have 
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Proof. We can write 
C,(A) = (’ +hy ’ hF) - Ar,h (i: A) = Ai - hrihB 
S, = (A, - hr,hB) -0. (Ai - ArJzB) *** (Ai - hr,hB) 
= hnhn fi (- ri> . Bn - An-lh+1 fi (- ri) I-$ &Bnel 
i=l i=l 
+ & - BA,-,Bn-2 + . . . : p-i&p-l + . . . $ p-lAl 
I 
+ . . . 
1 
Now 
B” = k-l& h(1 + I@,), A,B = h2 
( 
1 + h”q; 
1 h ’ 
BAi = (2 i) (’ fhh2qi 3 “,gi) = (0 +o h2qi), 1 -koh2qi) , 
9 > 3 
BA<B = ( Y2 + h2!Ii)s o, l +p) (i: L) = th2(2 i, h2qi), h(2 i h9qi)) 
= h(2 + h2q,) . B, 
s, = ~qp-1 fi (-- ri) B - k-lhn-l fi (- ri) [hnp2 2 AnB 
An-2 
+..*h”-2;(2+h2qi)B+...+y 
z 2 
. BA,I + ..e, 
s,, = hnh2n fi (- ri) _ An-1 fi (_ ri) h2n-2 ! ’ Tnh2qn 
i=l i=l 
+ *** 2 +r? + . . . + 
2 + h2q, 
* 
rl 1 + . . . . 
S,, = hnh2+-l zo (- ri) - An-l & (- ri) h2n-s 1 ’ :nh2qm 
+ -** 2+h2qi +... 1+h2ql r. + . . . . 
I rl I 
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This implies that: 
The next theorem tells us what happens if we reverse the order of multipli- 
cation in the matrix S, = C,,C,,-, *a- C, . 
THEOREM VI. 
Si, = S,, and 
If S,, = C,,C,,-, -a. C,C, and S,,’ = c,c, --- c,& then 
W, + S,, = AS;, + $1, S,, = S;, + hS;, , 
&I= S,, + hs,, . 
Proof. The theorem is trivial for n = 1. Suppose it is true for n = p. For 
n=p+l we get: 
= 
( 
(1 + haQ) %I + hQ&, , (1 + haQ) S,, + hQS,, 
h&, + s,, , h&s + s,, ) 
= 
( 
UP + 119 UP + 1) 
SdP + 119 S&P + 1) 1 ’ 
= ( 
S;,(l + @Q) + 6, hQS;, +S;, 
S;,(l + hv) + AS;, , hQS;, +S;, )
= 
( 
UP + 1)s SUP + 1) 
s;,(P + 0, UP + 1) 
) l 
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By straightforward computation we now get: 
S;&J + 1) = hQS;, + S;, = hQ(& + hs,,) + SE 
= (1 + h*Q) 5, + hQ&, = &,(P + lb 
hs;,(p + 1) + s;,(p + 1) = h . S;,(l + h2Q) + h’s;, + %(l + h2Q) + hS& 
= (1 + h$) (hS;, + %I) + WC, + &,I 
= (1 + h2Q) (h&l + S,,) + hs,, 
= h[(l + haQ) S,, + hQS,,I + &I + S,I 
= hw.lJ + 1) + S,l(P + l), 
UP + 1) = (1 + haQ) S,, + hQS,, = S,, + hQW,l + S,,) 
= S;, + hS;z + hQ(hS;, + S;,) 
= hQS;, + S;, + h[hQS;, + %I 
= Sk(p + 1) + W,(p + 1); 
S;,(p + 1) = S;(l + h*Q) + W, 
= (S,, + h&z) (1 + h*Q) + hs,, 
= hs,, + &a + h[(l + haQ) S,, + hQ%.l 
= s&P + 1) + h&z@ + 1)s 
and the proof is completed. 
As in the theory of differential equations we might consider the problem of 
finding stationary values of the function 
fTY0 9 Yl ,‘..Y yn) = ni1 s:h + t qiyiah 
i==O i=l 
under the conditions 
(1) f ri yi2h = 1 and 
i=l 
and 
(2) 2, = 0 
or 
(3) Yo = 0 
(suppose all ri > 0) (zi = (Y~+~ - YJh, i = 0, l,..., n - 1). 
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By use of Lagrange’s method we obtain 
v = 1, 2 ,..., It - 1, 
I.e., 
Z” - %-1 
h = (!I” - YJ) YY , 
V==O=> & (F - h tl riyth) = 2zo . (- ;) . h = 0, 
I.e., 
We thus see that the sequence y,, , yr ,..,, ym makes F stationary under the 
conditions (I) and (2) or (3) if and only if it satisfies our difference equation 
under the conditions zs = 0 or y,, = 0 and Z, = 0 and x riyi’h = 1. 
The parameter X must then be a zero of S,,(A) or S,, . 
We also have 
72-l 
F = C zi2h + i qiyth = A i r&h + z,y, - zoyo = A. 
i-0 i-1 14 
The existence of a greatest and a least value of F under the given boundary 
conditions is obvious. Thus 
n-1 
hi2 < 1 zi2h + i qiydah < g2 
GO i-l 
for all sequencesy, ,..., yn such that 
i y&h = 1 and z. = 0, i.e., Yo =A* 
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And 
for all sequences y. , y1 ,..., yn such that 
g riyi2h = 1 and y. = 0. 
With the aid of these inequalities we can now easily deduce a number of 
estimations of the coefficients yi and qi . 
LEMMA 4. (a) Taking 
Y” = Yv+l = k v 3 1, 
yi=O, ifv, V+l, 
we obtain 
r,k2h + r,+lk2h = 1, 
k 
q-1 = - , 
h 
2, = 0, 
A;’ < g - h + qVk2h + qV+lk2h < A;‘, 
k*h = ’ 
Y” + rv+1 
k 
z v+l = -- 
h ’ 
l<v<n-I, 
All < 1 + ~*&-, + %I) < All 
l ' h2(Y,-, + Y,) R * 
(b) 
yY=k=-y v+l 3 yi=O fOY i#v,v=l,V>l, 
k 2k k 
q-1 = - ) 
h 
z,=--- 
h ’ %+1 = - h 
&<2+ 2” 1, ( 1 h h - h + ; + k”h(qv + qv+l) < A:‘, 
(yv + y,+l) k*h = 1, 
j h;~ <6 + h*(qv + q.+l) <An 
h”(c + y,+l) n ’ l<v<n-1, 
A~l < 5 f h2(qn-l + qn) < c 
’ ’ h*(r,-, + Y,) ’ 
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(4 (4 fd (b) 
=> 6 + h’(qw +qv+d _ 
h'(Y" + y,+d 
2 + h2k" + !?"+A < * -All 
h2(Y" + Yv+l) 
1 
OY 
4 
y, + yv+l 2 h2@',1 _ jy) ' n-l>v>l. 
(d) yv = k, yf = 0, if i # v, 1 < Y < n 
(4 YO =YI = k, yi = 0, if i > 1 
* A:* < l ;;2q1 < qf. 
1 
(f) Yn =k,yi=Ofori<n 
1 + h’q,, e-y:’ < hBI;, c x&*. 
(d) and (e) giwe, for v = 1, 
2 + h2!71 < p1 
h%l n 
1 + h*ql > A12 
=b- & < * - hi? 
1 
h% 
1 
63) Y” = $9 Yv+l = +- 9 l<v<n-1, 
Y Vfl 
yf = 0, if i# v, v + 1, 
k* 
Y” - - * h + ‘;+I 
Y” 
.~h=l&Ph=l, 
2 k* 2-l = - 
rJl* ’ 
2,* = - 
3~~+~~*~ 
2 k* 
%+1 =K' 
v<n-I, 
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k* 
=‘ At1 < - + - 
hrv 
“k(-&+)‘+&+k2h-j++~ 
v+l 
2 i 2 + h2qv 
* “’ ’ k h 1 h+, 
+ 2 + h2qv+, i 2 
h21.,+1 
-1 
h2 +,+I 
< AY, k2h = + , 
Al1 < 2 + h*qn-1 + 1 + h”qn f 
l--. 
t 
2 
h*r,-, h2r, h* G I 
k2h < A:, 
01 
2 
"&+l a h2(hll _ A;') ' 
l<v<n--1. 
n 
The estimations (c) and (g) in Lemma 4 tell us that at least every second 
ri is greater than, for example, 
1 
By letting 
we get 8, 3 l/K = 8 > 0, i.e., in that case ririfl > 46*. r( + rd+r > 48. This 
is of course far from sufficient to obtain an inequality of the form 
To do that we would probably need to show that every ri > 8. To obtain 
such a relation it is probably necessary to impose further conditions on the 
sequences Ai’ and hi*, especially to ensure that the difference between Xi1 
and Xi* does not get to small. Perhaps an inequality of the form 
0 < Cl < .$ y$ < c* < 1 
i+1 i 
would be sufficient. 
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Another interesting equality for a solution of the difference equation is the 
following 
+Yo~o~sl,s~l - s;,s21 + S&2 - SLS22> 
+ Yov~2sl2 - s;*s22>. 
If we for instance let h, be the k-th zero of S,,(h) and if we let y,, = 0 then 
(For Sd22 - S12S21 = 1 * S12GbJ S2db) = - 1). 
This relation might give useful information about the boundedness of C riyi2h 
when we let the degree of the polynomials S,, and S,, ten to infinity. 
The relation above was obtained in the proof of Theorem IV (second ver- 
sion). 
SOME FURTHER REMARKS ON THE PROBLEM OF CONVERGENCE 
We earlier proved the inequality 
for a solution of the difference equation. Using Cauchy’s inequality we can 
write: 
I.e., 
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Or, if we use the previous notations, 
s 
1 1 l 
y&> I m(t) I2 dt < ~ * s 
If(t) I2 & 
0 I Im h I2 o y,(t) 
or 
We may now consider the class F of functions f such that 
is bounded for every fixed function f of F. (F may of course consist of only 
the function f E 0.) (Challenging problem: Determine the class F.) 
Let us denote 
Then 
Every operator G,,(h) is the resolvent of an operator T, with spectrum located 
on the real axis. If now G,(h) (or some subsequence G,JX)) has a weak limit 
G(X) so that (G,(h)f, q) -+ (G(A)f, p) for every f EF and every v EL~(O, 1) 
and if G(X) is the resolvent of an operator T, then this operator T may have 
both residual and continuous spectrum for Im h f 0 if F fL2(0, 1). 
If F = L2(0, 1) we can have only continuous spectrum for Im h f 0. 
If F = L2(0, 1) one can show that there really exists a weakly convergent 
subsequence G,(h) in the following manner: If F =L2(0, l), then 
/I II :L’<K z/r, f for all f EL2(0, 1) 
and 
II Gnf II G fG for all f EL2(0, 1). 
For fixed q~ let us introduce the linear functional 
Lnf = (Gnf, d defined on L2(0, 1). 
Now 
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so that 1 L,, f 1 is bounded for a fixed function f E L2(0, 1). The uniform bound- 
edness theorem then states that 1 L, f 1 < K I] f 11 for all f e L2(0, 1). (K is 
independent off.) Now we can select a convergent subsequence L,,( f for a 
fixed f. If we repeat this for every fi in some denumerable everywhere dense 
set A in L2(0, 1) an 1 we in the usual way select the “diagonal sequence,” d ‘f
we obtain a subsequence Ln, so that L,,J has a limit for every fi E A when 
Y-+ 00. 
so that L can be extended to the closure of A, i.e., to all of L2(0, 1) 
Jkf -+Lf for all f E L"(0, 1). 
We have thus shown that for a fixed v we can select a subsequence G,,, so 
that (GJ, p’) converges for all f EL~(O, 1). 
If we now, starting with the sequence Gn, make a similar diagonalization 
process letting v be an element in a denumerable everywhere dense subset 
of L2(0, l), we can construct a subsequence G,, so that (G, f, p) converges 
for arbitrary f and g in L2(0, 1). The sequencl is, in othe: words, weakly 
convergent: 
(Gn,f, d + (Gfs d for all f,g E L2(0, 1). 
We note that we cannot immediately deduce that G is bounded for 
is not enough to ensure boundedness for G. 
It may thus still happen that we gave a continous spectrum for Im h # 0. 
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